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Gaseous diffusion equations which describe the diffusion of

oxygen and carbon dioxide through soil have been studied by several

investigators. However, these efforts seldom considered gaseous

diffusion through soil together with the effects of soil environmental

factors such as soil temperature and soil water content on sink or

source strength.

Three gaseous diffusion equations have been formulated and

solved. The problems considered are: (1) diffusion through a soil

profile for conditions where the sink strength varies with temperature

and is constant with time; (2) diffusion through a soil profile for

conditions where the source strength varies with water content and

temperature but is constant with time; (3) diffusion through a soil

profile for conditions where the sink strength varies with time.

The choices of mathematical representations of sink or source

terms in the three equations are based on experiments reported in the

literature by several authors. These sink or source models provide

approximations of the relationships between the respiration activities



of plant roots or soil microorganisms and the soil conditions such as

temperature and water content.

The new formulation for the effects of the soil temperature and

soil water content on the diffusion coefficient was developed.

Finite difference methods (Crank-Nicolson method) were used to

solve the diffusion equations.

Solutions obtained by solving the diffusion equations for three

different environmental settings illustrate that soil temperature and

water content have a strong effect on gaseous diffusion through the

soil by controlling the sink or source strength. Results point to the

need for better knowledge of the response of biological organisms in

the soil to changing environmental conditions.
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DIFFUSION OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE THROUGH

SOIL WITH TEMPERATURE AND WATER CONTENT EFFECTS

ON SINK/SOURCE STRENGTH

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL AERATION

The Importance of Soil Air and Soil Aeration

The composition of soil air is one of the most important factors

of the soil environment which, in addition to water and nutrient

content, influences productivity. Clements (1921) traced the first

notes on the importance of soil air for plants. Since then, many soil

physicists have made great efforts to investigate the problem of soil

aeration and its effect on plant growth.

Plant roots and microorganisms use oxygen and release carbon

dioxide as a byproduct for biological reactions. This process, known

as aerobic respiration, makes soil aeration an important problem when

considering plant growth (Sterling, 1949).

For most plant species, the oxygen transported through the plant

from the above ground parts, leaves and stems, to the below ground

parts, roots, is not sufficient to supply the oxygen required by the

roots. Therefore root respiration requires that soil itself be

aerated, i.e., gaseous exchange must take place between the soil and

the atmosphere at sufficiently high rates to prevent a deficiency of

oxygen and an excess of carbon dioxide from developing in the root

zone.
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Oxygen Consumption and Carbon Dioxide Production

in the Soil Environment

Gases found in soil air include oxygen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen,

methane, methylene and other volatile organic compounds (Hillel,

1982). For this study, the oxygen and carbon dioxide are of major

concern. In the soil, the oxygen is used by the plant roots and

microorganisms for respiration, an activity we shall refer to as

"sinks". On the other hand, respiration by plant roots and

microorganisms produces CO2. This activity we shall refer to as

"sources". Furthermore, decomposition of soil organic matter also

releases CO
2

(Glinski and Stepniewski, 1985). The processes of 0
2

use and CO
2

production can be written as follow:

C + 0
2 2

+ energy.

Respiration Processes in the Soil

<1>

Respiration in the soil is a result of the biological activities

of all the soil microorganisms and plant roots. The rate of 02

consumption by soil microorganisms normally falls within the range of

0.2 to 20 cm
3
kg

-1
(dry soil) hr

-1
.

This corresponds to 3 to 300

mmol m
-3

(soil) sec
-1

. Values of soil microorganisms and plant roots

respiration rate given by various authors were compiled by Glihki and

Stepniewski (1985) and are shown in Tables 1 and 2. By comparing the

data of Tables 1 and 2, one can see that the root respiration rate is
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Table 1. Respiratory activity in soils (Gliliski and Stepniewski,

1985).

Soils 0
2
uptake CO

2
evolutionon

cm
3
kg

-1
hr

-1

(dry weight)

cm
3
kg

-1
hr

-1

(dry weight)

Dark-grey soil 0.26-2.00

Clay soils 2.2-28.0

Mineral soils 0.5-1.0

Loamy sand 0.9 0.9

Heavy loam 2.0-10.4

Soddy-podzolic soil 0.4-6.0 0.4-4.0

Sandy loam soil 0.14-1.63

Sandy loams and clays 0.15-0.52

Mineral soils 0.6-90.0

Silty loam 1.0-4.0

Silty loam plus
plant residues

4.0-20.0

Grassland gley and
pseudogley soils

2.4-5.0

Peat 1.04-1.18

Peats 1.0-15.0

Forest Litter 219-480 10-250

Litter of coniferous
forest 3.0-85.0 30-250

Forest litter at
different temperature 40-400

Humoferric podzol 1.0-12.0
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Table 2. Respiratory activity of roots (Glinski and Stepniewski,
1985).

Plant 0
2

Respiration rate Respiration rate
or on dry weight on fresh weight
CO

2
basis basis

cm
3
kg

-1
hr

-1
cm

3
kg

-1
hr

-1

Common been 0
2

5050-5400 250-325
(Phaseolus vulgar is)

Soybean 0
2

330-470

(Glycine max)
Maize 0

2
2850-6226 360-580

(lea mays)
Barley 0

2
100-650

(Hordeum vulgare)
Spiny saltbush CO

2
20-380

(Atriplex confertifolia)
Oat CO

2
0-1500

(Avena sativa)
Tuba root 0

2
145-165

(Derris elliptica)
Carrot 0

2
115-190

(Daucus cardta)
Onion CO

2
5100-27100 300-1600

(Allium cepa)
Potato tuber 0

2
2.3-3.2

(Solanum tuberosum)
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higher than that of soils with microorganisms.

The root respiration rate is usually defined as the amount of

oxygen used for each one gram of dry root mass per unit time.

Values of root respiration rates measured for several plants by

Lambers and SteingrOver (1978) were found to be in the range of

390-1430 mg 02 per gram of dry root mass per hour.

In early papers (Bergman, 1959; Grable, 1966), the oxygen

concentration was used as an index of soil respiration activity.

Later, oxygen concentration was replaced by the oxygen diffusion rate

(ODR) as a more reliable index of oxygen availability to plant roots.

Below a minimum ODR value, plants suffer from oxygen deficiency.

Stolzy and Letey (1964) stated that roots of many plant species

can not grow in an environment with an ODR of less than 12 mg cm
-2

hr
-1

. The description of the ODR technique have been published by

Birke et al., (1964), Letey and Stolzy (1964), and McIntyre (1970).

An insufficient diffusion rate also causes the accumulation of CO
2'

ethanol, H2S, and toxic gases which can damage the plant roots

(Kommedahl and Williams, 1983). The amount of oxygen deficiency in

soil air or in solution in soil water necessary to retard plant growth

is different for various species of plants. Cary (1985) reported that

for potato, which is very sensitive to soil oxygen content, the

limiting oxygen diffusion rate is 0.015 mg cm
-2

hr
-1

. Other plants,

such as barley are much less sensitive (Kommedahl and Williams, 1983).

Factors that affect soil microbial and root activity also affect

the oxygen consumption rate and the carbon dioxide production rate,

which are in turn affected by gaseous diffusion rate. These factors
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include soil water content, soil temperature, organic matter content,

bulk density, aggregate size, pH, soil depth, and time.

Transport of Gases Through the Soil

The exchange of air between the soil and the atmosphere can occur

by means of mass flow and diffusion. In the case of mass flow, the

moving force consists of a gradient of total gas pressure. It results

in the entire mass of air streaming from a zone of higher pressure to

one of lower pressure. Phenomena that can cause pressure change

between soil air and the external atmosphere will induce mass flow

into or out of the soil. These phenomena include barometric pressure

changes in the atmosphere, temperature gradients, and wind gusts over

the soil surface, the penetration of water during infiltration and the

extraction of soil water by plant roots. Tillage or compaction by

machinery also affects the pressure of soil air (Hillel, 1982 ). In

the case of diffusion, on the other hand, the driving force is a

gradient of partial pressure or concentration. This diffusion

mechanism will be discussed throughout this paper.

Air can be supplied to the soil either by mass flow or by

diffusion (Wesseling, 1962). Buckingham (1904) pointed out that mass

flow is of little importance for aeration of the soil. The 02 and CO
2

are transported mainly by diffusion. Raney (1949) also pointed out

that the physical process that is most important in bringing about the

interchange of gases between the soil and the atmosphere is that of

diffusion and an evaluation of diffusion should be a useful method of
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characterizing soil aeration. Although evidence suggests that mass

flow can in certain circumstances contribute significantly to

soil aeration (Vomocil and Flocker, 1961; Kimball and Lemon, 1972),

diffusion remains the main mechanism for gas exchange (Wilson et al.,

1985).

Effect of Soil Water on Soil Aeration

Soil water content governs the soil air content and distribution

and arrangement of air spaces in the soil, thereby affecting the rate

of exchange of gases in the soil. Thus water content has an indirect

effect on the rate of respiration of roots, the activity of

microorganisms and the chemical state of the soil. As we know, the

twin fluids, water and air, compete for the same soil pore space.

Their volume fractions are so related that an increase of one usually

results in a decrease of the other. The equation for this

relationship is

fg = f - 8 <2>

where fg is the volume fraction of air, f is the total porosity, and 8

is the volume fraction of water. The relationship between soil

microbial activity as expressed by CO2 evolution and water content is

curvilinear. A typical example of this type of dependency is shown in

Figure 1 (Glilski and Stepniewski, 1985). A rapid decrease in the

respiration rate is observed at both low and high water content.
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0

7

0

(1)

0

02 0.4 06 0.8

Water content , cm3 cm-3

Figure 1. Dependence of CO2 evolution rate from sandy loam soil

on the soil water content and soil temperature at steady

state conditions (Gliriski and Stepniewski, 1985).
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Rixon (1968) pointed out that the maximum of the microbial respiration

rate occurs generally in the soil water potential interval of 0.01 to

1 Mpa or 0.1 to 10 Bar.

The decrease in the respiration rate at low water content is

caused by a low availability of the water expressed by its very low

potential. Cessation of soil respiration is usually observed at soil

water potentials below 10 MPa, i.e., below the permanent wilting point

for plants (Wilson and Griffin, 1975). The decrease in the

respiration rate at high water content is caused by limitation of

oxygen accessibility to the bulk of the soil due to decrease in air

filled pore space. The diffusion rate through water is 10
-4

times

that through air.

It was shown that the consumption rate of 02 is not greatly

influenced by changes in soil water content at low water potentials

(Papendick and Runkles, 1966).

Effect of Temperature on Soil Aeration

Soil temperature is a factor which affects gaseous transport

through soil. The effect of soil temperature on gaseous diffusion is

mainly by its effect on the sink or source strength and on the

diffusion coefficient. Figure 1 shows that an increase of soil

temperature increases the rate of carbon dioxide evolution (source

strength) which is generated by the respiration activities of

soil microorganisms. Increased CO2 released to the soil air due
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to the increase in soil temperature will affect the rate of gaseous

diffusion through the soil. Furthermore, the change of soil

temperature also affects the diffusion coefficient due to its effect

on the thermodynamic energy of gas molecules (Moore, 1983).

Summary

The review leads to the conclusion that oxygen and carbon

dioxide diffusion through soil are major factors controlling plant

growth. Whenever the 0
2

supply is deficient and carbon dioxide

concentration is in excess, plants can not grow at optimum rates and

must eventually die. Respiration by plants and microorganisms

produces CO2 (source) and consumes 0 2 (sink). Many soil scientists

(Wildung et al., 1975; Noordwijk and Willigen, 1984; Skopp, 1985)

have investigated the phenomena. But the effects of soil temperature

and soil water content on gaseous diffusion through the soil still

puzzles us.

Researchers have not been able to evaluate the dynamic aspects of

varying soil temperature and soil water content on the oxygen and

carbon dioxide transport through the soil. The major limitation has

been the inability to solve the differential equations that describe

the processes. This is now possible due to recent advances in

computer technology.

The purpose of this study is the determination of carbon dioxide

and oxygen diffusion through soil with the effects of soil temperature
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and soil water content under dynamic rather than static conditions.

Mathematical methods will be used to model these situations and to

solve the diffusion equations for different initial and boundary

conditions.
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MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM AND ANALYSIS

General Theory

The diffusion of gases such as 0
2

and CO
2
through soil occurs

partly in the gaseous phase and partly in the liquid phase. Diffusion

through the air-filled pores maintains the exchange of gases between

the atmosphere and the soil, whereas diffusion through water films of

various thickness maintains the supply of oxygen to, and disposal of

CO
2

from, live tissues which are typically hydrated. Both of these

diffusion processes can be described by Fick's first law (Nobel, 1983)

F = -D dC/dx <3>

where F = flux of oxygen or carbon dioxide (pmol cm
-2

sec
-1

)

C = concentration of 0
2

and CO
2

(pmol cm
-3

)

D = diffusion coefficient (cm
2

sec
-1

)

x = distance (cm).

The minus sign in equation <3> indicates that the flux is in the

direction of decreasing concentration.

According to the principles of conservation of matter, the rate

of change in quantity of gas (aq) with time (at) must equal to the

rate of change of diffusive flux with distance (ax) minus the oxygen

consumption or plus carbon dioxide production. This is Fick's second

law of diffusion

;(1/at = -aF/a.x ± S <4>
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where S represents sources or sinks. A positive value means that

carbon dioxide is produced (sources), a negative values means that

oxygen is consumed (sinks).

The rate aq is affected by water content and porosity of the soil,

therefore, the amount of gas q in a unit soil volume is equal to the

sum of its contents in the liquid and gaseous phases of the soil.

This is (Gliriski and Stepniewski, 1985)

q = C[fg+a18] <5>

where fg = air porosity of soil (cm
3
cm

-3
)

(cm3
,

8 = water content kcal
3

cm
-3

)

a = solubility of gas in water (4mol mol
-3

)

C = concentration of diffusing gas in the soil (Wool am
-3

)

q = gas content in an unit of soil volume (Wool cm
-3

).

Substitution of equation <5> into equation <4>, obtains

Z[C(fg +a8)] /at = -8F /ax ± S <6>

Substitution of equation <3> into equation <6>, then yields

@IC{fg+a0}liat = alax(p ;C/ax) ±.S. <7>

In the soil profile, the factors affecting gas diffusion through the

soil are mainly water content, temperature and diffusion distance.

If we express this effect mathematically, we have,
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a/at[C(fg(8,x)) + a6(x)]

=a/ax[D(8,x,T)aCiax] tS(8,x,T). <8>

For conditions where fg, a, 8, D and T are constant, equation <8>

becomes Fick's second law of diffusion

aC/at = D aC2/ax2 ± S. <9>

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(t=o,x) = Co,

B. C.: C(x=o,t) = Co,

n/ax = 0, (x =L,t).

The derivative boundary condition (BC/ax = 0) at x = L corresponds to

the condition that no diffusion occurs at this depth.

For steady state conditions, the aeration of soil is described by

the equation

D ac
2
lax

2
t S = 0, <10>

which is a homogeneous, second order, partial differential equation.

The boundary conditions are

B. C.: C=Co for x = 0,

c/ax = 0 for x = L,
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where L is depth of soil at which the diffusion rate is zero.

Equations that describe the steady state or transient state

gaseous diffusion with different conditions are discussed below.

Steady State

A. D and S are constant with time and soil depth. The diffusion

equation was solved for this condition by Glinski and Stepniewski

(1985) and the result is

C(x) = Co S(2 L x-x2)/2 D, <11>

where C(x) = gas concentration at depth x (pmol cm
-3

)

Co = gas concentration at soil surface (pmol cm
-3

)

S = respiration rate (pmol cm
-3

sec
-1

)

D = diffusion coefficient (cm
2

sec
-1

)

x = soil depth (cm)

L = soil depth at the boundary of biologically active zone (cm).

B. D is constant with time and depth, S is constant with time but

decreases with increasing depth.

The respiration equation that describes this condition was given

by Duin (1956)

S(x) = So[1-(x/L)k] <12>



where S(x) = respiration rate at a depth x (pmol cm
-3

sec
-1

)

So = respiration rate at the soil surface (pmol cm
-3

sec
-1

)

k = constant

x = soil depth (cm)

L = soil depth at which the respiration rate is zero (cm)

The supply of oxygen F(x) = -D dc/dx from the upper layer is

equal to the consumption Q(x) of the lower layer. This is

F(x) = Q(x) <13>

IL
where Q(x) = So [1-(z/L)

k
]dz, which gives the consumption of

oxygen per unit of soil surface area from upper depth x down to lower

depth L. Solving the equation yields (GliAski and Stepniewski, 1985)

C(x) = Co [So /(D(k+l)Lk)][k L
k+1

x + x
k+2

/(k+2)] Sx
2
/2D.

<14>

Transient State

16

C. D and S are constant with depth, S changes with time.

According to Papendick and Runkles (1966), the relationship between the

rate of oxygen consumption and time after wetting air-dry soil at the

different moisture content can be described by

S = a + b ekt <15>

where a, b and k are constants, t is time. Substitution of equation



<15> into equation <9> for the sink case becomes

ac/at = D
z2c/ax2

[ a + bekt].

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(x,t=0) = Co,

B. C.: C(x=0,t) = Co,

aC/aX = 0, (x =L,t).

<16>

17

D. The soil water content (8) changes with depth. Changing the

water content affects the soil air-fill pore space and respiration

rates of plant roots and microorganisms, which results in changes of D

and S. Equation <9> then becomes

2C(8,x)tat = a/ax[D(8,x) aC/ax] ± S(8,x).

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(8,t=o,x) = Co(e,x),

B. C.: C(8,x=o,t) = Co(8,t),

<17>

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,8,t).

Gaseous Diffusion and Soil Temperature

Soil temperature plays an important role in diffusion of CO2 and
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0
2

through the soil. This is so because the respiration rates of

plant roots and microorganisms change with temperature. Soil

temperature also affects the diffusion coefficient. Two states are

considered below.

Steady State

E. C, D, S and temperature are all constant with time, but D

and S will be different at different temperatures. That is

D(T) a/ax(aC/ax) t S(T) = 0. <18>

The boundary conditions are

B. C.: C(x=0,t) = Co,

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t).

Transient State

F. C changes with time, D, S, and temperature are constant with

time, but D and S will be different at different temperatures. Assume

constant water content in a homogeneous soil profile. Equation <9>

then is

ac/at = a/ax[D(T) k../ax] t S(T). <19>
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The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(t=o,x) = Co,

B. C.: C(t,x=o) = Co,

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t).

Summary of Diffusion Equations

The conditions which we discussed are now summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Diffusion equations and their numerical and analytical

solutions.

Equation, initial and boundary

condition

Analytical Numerical
solution solution

A. D and S is constant with time and depth.

C = Co - S(2 L x x
2
)/2 D Solved No

B. D is constant with time and depth,
S is constant with time and decreases

with soil depth.

C(x) = Co [So/(D(k+1)L
k
)][k Lk

+l
x + x

k+2
/(k+2)] Sx

2
/2D

Solved No

C. D and S are constant with depth,
S changes with time.

2
C/at = D ;2c/a x - [a + be

kt
] No No

C(x,t=o) = Co
C(x=o,t) = Co
aCix= 0, (x=L,t)

D. 9, D and S change with depth.

ac(e,x)rat = 4/ax[(D(19,x);Ciax] t S(9,x)

C(9,t=o,x) = Co(9,x)
C(9,x=o,t) = Co(9,t) No

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,8,t)

No

E. C, D, S and temperature are constant
with time, but D and S will change at
different temperatures.

D(T) ;C
2
/3x

2 t S(T) = 0 No No

F. C changes with time, D, S and temperature
are constant with time, but D and S will

change at different temperatures.

OCiat = a/ax[D(T) 'aC/a.x] t S(T)

C(t=o,x) = Co, No No

C(t,x=o) = Co,

aCiax = 0, (x=L,t)
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A FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS

DESCRIBING nu; EFFECTS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE AND SOIL

WATER CONTENT ON GASEOUS DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SOIL PROFILE

In this part we will develop the gaseous diffusion models that

describe the effects of soil temperature and soil water content on

gaseous diffusion through the soil. The effects of soil temperature

and soil water content on the sink or source strength and on the

diffusion coefficient are of major concern. These effects will

be discussed in following sections.

Effects of soil temperature

Temperature influences diffusion of gases by its effect on

activity of plant roots and microorganisms and by its effect on the

diffusion coefficient. The general equation to describe the

diffusion of gas is equation <19>

ac/t. 3/axrD(V ac/ax) t S(T),

and the initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(t=o,x) = Co,

B. C.: C(t,x=o) = Co,

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t).

Two states of gaseous diffusion with temperature are:
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Steady State

Gaseous concentration (C), diffusion coefficient (D), sink

or source strength (S) and temperature (T) are all constant

with time. D and S change as temperature changes. This condition

(condition E) is described by equation <18>

a/ax(D(T) ac/ax] ± S(T) = 0,

and for a homogeneous soil profile, boundary conditions are

B. C.: C = Co for x = 0,

aCiax = 0 for x = L.

For the diffusion coefficient D in equation <18>, the following

assumptions are made:

<1> The soil profile is homogeneous, i.e., soil properties have

no effect on D.

<2> D is not affected by water content, since the water content

is the same throughout the profile.

<3> D is a function of soil temperature, but solutions are

obtained for conditions where the temperature is constant.

The relationship between D and temperature (T) is given as

(Forsythe, 1954)

D = Do (T/To)m Po/P <20>
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where D = diffusion coefficient in the soil (cm
2

sec
-1

)

Do = reference diffusion coefficient at 0°C (cm
2

sec
-1

)

T = Temperature (°C)

To = Reference temperature at 0°C

m = 2 for CO
2

m = 1.75 for 0
2

Po = reference air pressure (atm)

P = air pressure (atm).

The effect of soil temperature on respiration rate of soil

microorganism and plant roots is described by the Van't Hoff and

Arrhenius equations which are applied for chemical reactions (Van

Cleve, et al., 1979).

The Van't Hoff equation states that the reaction rate increases

by a factor of 2 to 3 with a temperature rise of 10°C. Thus for

respiration rate (S), we have

1nS = a + T [1nQ10/10 ), <21>

,

where S = respiration rate at a temperature T (amol cm
-3

sec
-1

)

a = constant

Q10 = the so called "Q-ten" temperature coefficient, showing the

increase in the respiration rate, when the temperature

increases by 10°C.

For plant and animal tissues Q10 lies in the interval of 1.5 to 3.0 at

temperatures below 23°C. In soil, the range of Q10 value may be much



wider. Howard and Howard (1979) found that for respiration of

microorganism in leaf litter, Q10 equals 1.7 to 5.3, while Ross and

Cairns (1978) obtained a range of Q10 values of 1.2 to 9.3 for

bacterial respiration in nine soils. The Q10 value for soils is of

little utility because even for the same soil it is not constant.

The more precise description of the dependence of chemical

reaction rate upon temperature is the Arrhenius equation

K = A e
-E/TR <22>

which is analogous to the equation for the respiration rate of plant

roots and soil microorganisms (S) in the soil given by Carey and

Berry (1978). This is

S = K = A e
-E/RT

where A = pre-exponential or frequency factor

E = activation energy of the reaction (kJ 4mol
-1

)

K = chemical reaction rate (umol cm
-3

sec
-1

), here the

respiration activity (S)

24

<23a>

Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of equation <23a> gives

1nS = lnK = lnA - E/RT. <23b>

According to this equation, the natural logarithm of the

respiration rate should be a linear function of the reciprocal of T.
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Substituting equation <23a>into equation <18> for the sink case yields

alax[D(T);C/ax] -
e-E/RT

<24>

The effects of temperature on oxygen consumption were measured by

Carey and Berry (1978). Results are shown in Figure 2. The plot of

1nS vs 1/T yields the value of A and E/RT. Figure 3 shows Arrhenius

plots (Carey and Berry, 1978) for the respiration data shown in

Figure 2. Crawford and Palin (1981) studied root respiration rates

and temperature limits to the north-south distribution of four

perennial maritime plants. The experimental data are presented in

Table 4. Graphs of results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The Arrhenius model is not always satisfactory for describing the

influence of temperature on respiration activity in the soil because

of the impact of other environmental factors such as water content,

microflora composition, and the kind of the organic substrate and its

degree of decomposition. In many cases the Arrhenius relation can be

satisfactorily described by a straight line model (Howard and Howard,

1979).

Transient State

The equation describing this state is obtained by substituting

equation <23a> into equation <19> for sink case,

3 C/a t= atax[D(T) 3.C/ax)
-E/ RT

<25>
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Figure 2. Total respiration rate measured as oxygen consumption
rate by warm and cool grown barley (Hordeum vulzare) roots
over the temperature range of c to 45% (Carey and Berry,

1978).
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figure 3. Arrhenius plots for root respiration rate by warm and
cool grown barley (Hordeum vulgare) roots shown in Figure 2.
The vertical bars are the standard error of the mean obtain

from each experiment. Numbers inipareTtheses are equal to

the activation energy in kcal mol deg , calculated from the
slope of the line (Carey and Berry, 1978).
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Table 4. Mean values of root respiration rate (oxygen consumption

rate) for Samphire (Crithmum maritimum) and Rock sea lavender

(Limonium binervosum) at the experimental temperatures shown

(Crawford and Palin, 1981).

Temperature Roots of Crithmum Roots of Limonium

maritimum respiration binervosum respiration

rate (dry weight) rate (dry weight)

IApl 02 mg dw
-1

hr
-1 02 mg dw

-1
hr

-1

5 0.12 0.15

10 0.15 0.19

15 0.21 0.26

20 0.30 0.34

25 0.42 0.47

30 0.52 0.61
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Figure 4. Respiration rates of roots as a function of

temperature. Characteristic plots for plant species: (a)

Samphire (Ligusticum scoticum), (b) Rock sea lavender

(limonium binervosum) (Crawford and Palin, 1981).
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Figure 5. Arrhenius plots of roots (Samphire or Crithmum

maritimum) respiration rate relation to temperature.

Plants were pretreated at 5 °C C (49 days) (A) and 15 °C

(49 days) (7). Plotted lines are regression lines showing

a deviation from linearity at around 7 °C (Crawford and

Palin, 1981).
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The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(t=0,x) = Co

B. C.: C(t,x=o) = Co

Ciax= 0, (x=L,t).

For solving this equation, the following assumptions are made:

<1>. The sink term is a function of temperature and

constant with time. Solutions will be obtained for

constant but different temperatures.

<2>. D is a function of temperature, but remains constant with

time and depth. Solutions will be obtained for constant

but different temperatures.

This equation shows that the gaseous diffusion through soil with the

effects of temperature on the sink strength and the diffusion

coefficient.

Effects of Both Soil Water and Soil Temperature

on the Respiration Rate of Plant Roots and Microorganisms

Soil water and soil temperature are two environmental factors

that have an important influence on the diffusion coefficient and on

the respiration rates of plant roots and soil microorganisms. Smith

(1982) pointed out that there is often a broad midrange of soil water

contents where water is non-limitting. The growth then depends
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primarily on temperature. It is useful to develop the temperature

function of diffusion to be merged with the water content effects.

It was mentioned above that the standard Arrhenius theory may not

fit the data very well at some ranges of temperature. This can be

seen in Figure 6 (Smith, 1982).

A more reasonable function is presented by Smith (1982). Over

the range below about 35°C the equation

Growth cc c(T-d)f
<26>

where c, d and f are parameters, may be more representative of the

temperature dependence than the Arrhenius function.

Under some circumstances, soil water, rather than soil temperature

controls the biological processes. The two environmental influences

appear not to affect microbial activity in simple linear or additive

ways but rather in complex nonlinear interrelative ways that are

presumably the sum of all the individual responses of several enzyme

systems (Smith, 1982).

Wildung et al. (1975) studied the interdependent effects of soil

water and soil temperature on respiration rate and plant root

decomposition rate in arid grassland soils in south central Washington

State. For temperatures in the range of 0°C to 30°C, they represented

the water dependency of respiration by least squares fitting of the

data with curves of the form

S = a(1
-e-b8) <27>
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Figure 6. Arrhenius plot of the growth rate of a mesophilic
strain of Escherichia coli (Smith, 1982).
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where S = respiration rate (pmol cm
-3

sec
-1

)

,

= water content (cm3 cm-3)

a, b = parameters dependent on temperature

Results are shown in Figure 7.

The temperature dependent parameters a and b were extracted from

the experimental curves by statistical methods and are given as

(Smith, 1982):

and

a = 0.2(T-5)
0.66

-0.5 Tb = 0.3 e
-0.+

0.19

T in°C <28>

<29>

The combined dependence of soil respiration rate on water content

and temperature is then given by substituting equations <28> and <29>

into equation <27>, yielding

-(0.3 e
-0.15T

+ 0.19) 8
0.66

S = 0.2 (T-5)
0.

[1- e ]. <30>

Using equation <30> and choosing different water contents and

temperatures, the respiration rates were calculated with the results

plotted in Figure 8. The graph illustrates that the respiration rates

of soil microorganisms increase as the soil temperature increases and

are sensitive to soil water content between 0 and 0.2 cm
3

cm
-3

. The

respiration rate remains constant with water content between 0.2 to

0.6 cm
3

cm
-3

.
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Figure 7. Effect of soil water content on soil respiration rate
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decomposition of roots in arid grassland soils (Wildung et

al., 1975).
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Figure 8. Respiration rate as a function of water content at

five soil temperatures. Data calculated with equation <30>.
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Substitution of equation <30> into equation <19>, yields

aCOt =a0x(1)(T,O) .3C/axl

0.66 [-e
-(0.3e

-0.15T
+0.19)8

]+ 0.2 (T-5)

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(x,t=0) = Co.

B. C.: C(x=0,t) = Co

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t)

<31>

Equation <31> together with initial and boundary conditions can be

used to model gaseous diffusion through soil with the effects of soil

water content and temperature on source strength.

Effects of Soil Water Content

on Gaseous Diffusion Coefficient

In order to solve equation <31>, we need first to know the

diffusion coefficient as a function of soil water content and soil

temperature.

Troeh et al. (1982) derived the diffusion equation for porous



materials based on concepts described by Currie (1970) who presented

Figure 9 to illustrate the effect of tortuosity on diffusion.

Fick's first law, in application to the tortuous channel, can be

written as:

Q = -D
o

Ae (AC/Le),

38

<32>

where D
o

is diffusion coefficient for open (no obstruction)

gaseous flow and Q is the mass of gas per unit time in steady state,

crossing the constant area Ae perpendicular to the direction of the

tortuous path of length Le , and

AC = C
L
-C

o <33>

where Co and C
L

are the concentrations at the two ends with x = 0 and

x = L respectively (see Figure 9). For the block as a whole, the

diffusion equation is

Q = -D A AC/L, <34a>

where D is diffusion coefficient for the block. Rearranging the

equations <32> and <34a> yields

-D A AC/L = -Do Ae(AC/Le) <34b>
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x.0
L

Figure 9. Diffusion model relating the actual path length (le)

and area (Ae) to the block length (L) and cross-section (A)

(Redrawn from Currie, 1970).



The air porosity, f, is equal to Ve/V. The volume of Ve of the

tortuous path is given by Ve = AeLe, and volume V of the block is

given by V = AL. These equations, by rearrangement, yield

or

f = Ve/V = (Ae/A)(Le/L)

Ae/A = f/(Le/L).

Substitution of equation <35b> into equation <34b> gives

D/Do = f(L/Le)
2

,

where (L/Le) is tortuosity, so

D/Do = fp
2

.

The tortuosity p depends on the soil structure.

and

40

<35a>

<35b>

<36a>

<36b>

Treoh et al., (1982) derived the equations

D/Do = a(f-b),
<37>

D/Do = kfm,
<38>

where a, b, k and m are parameters.

Neither equation is likely to be accurate across the entire range

of porosity. Neither equation predicts that D/Do = 1 when f = 1. The
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first one can predict zero diffusion at non-zero values of f, but does

not fit a curvilinear form. The second equation has the curvilinear

form but must pass through the origin. A combination of the two

equations preserves both of these advantages

D/Do = C(f-u)v. <39>

Equation <39> simplifies to the form of equation <37> when v = 1 or to

the equation <39> when u = 0. The value of C can be estimated by

requiring that D/Do = 1 when f = 1. Inserting these values into

equation <39> gives

Or

1 = C(1-u)v <40>

1

C (

1 u

)v

Substituting C into equation <39> yields

<41>

D/Do = [(f -u)/(1 u)]v, <42>

where v and u are parameters specific for each soil. The physical

meaning of parameter u is that it represents the blocked pores or

ineffective passages where diffusion doesn't occur. Values of u and

v are listed in Table 5.

To describe the diffusion coefficient at varying soil temperature
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Table 5. Values of u and v calculated from the equation

f-u

D/Do = ( )v to approximate the data of various authors (Troeh et

1-u

al. 1982).

Author Material tested Range of f

Buckinghman Sand, soils 0.16-0.61 0.15 1.7

Penman Sand Glass spheres 0.15-0.40 0 1.3

Rothamsted subsoil 0.43-0.63 0.1 1.5

Blake and Page Brookston Clay 0.10-0.30 0.05 1.1

Paulding Clay 0.05-0.33 0 1.2

Taylor loam 0.10-0.45 0 1.4

sand 0.10-0.45 0 1.3

Runkles soils 0.20-0.40 0.15 2.0

Call soils 0.14-0.39 0.07 1.6

Currie glass spheres 0.17-0.40 0 1.4

soils 0.50-0.70 0.1 1.8

powdered mica 0.85-0.95 0.8 1.65

Millinton & Quirk Soils 0.10-0.50 0.05 1.4

Currie Sand, glass spheres 0.30-0.40 0.15 1.1

Gradwell Kaolin wet 0.14-0.54 0.10 1.4

Kaolin dry 0.30-0.57 0.15 1.5

topsoils 0.02-0.40 0 2.0

Kimball Webster loam 0 -0.45 0.05 1.5

Grable & Seimer Silt clay loam 0.15-0.43 0.15 1.1

Bakker & Hidding puddled topsoils 0.04-0.40 0.10 2.0

Non puddle topsoil 0.04-0.40 0.03 2.0

Ayres et al disturbed soils 0.07-0.30 0.03 1.5

Lai et al soils 0.12-0.37 0.05 1.4



and soil water content, we combine equation <42> with equation <20>

assuming constant pressure to obtain

D(T,e) = D(T0,80)(T/To)m[(f-u)/(1-u)ff, <43>

43

where the symbols of To and 8o are the reference temperature and water

content respectively. This result can be proven as follows: When

f = 1, or the soil pore is completely filled with air, equation <43>

yields

D(T) = D(To)(T/To)m
<44>

which means that diffusion is only effected by temperature. This

equation was given by Partington (1949). When T is constant (T = To),

equation <43> yields

D(8) = Do[(f-u)/(1-u)]v
<45>

which means when temperature does not change, soil air-filled pores is

the only factor to affect diffusion. The relationship between f and

8 is

8 = 1 f.
<46>

The diffusion coefficient therefore is indirectly affected by the soil
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water content.

Plots of equation <43> are in Figure 10. The graph shows that as

air porosity and temperature increase, the diffusion coefficient

increases. The temperature effect is small over the entire range.

The curves illustrate that the water content controls the diffusion

coefficient much more than temperature. Substitution of equation <43>

into equation <31>, yields

a gat o(To,e0)(T/To)m((f-u)/(1-u)Jv,/axiaciax]+ S(T,e), <47>

where

0.68(1-e
-(0.3e

-0.15T +0.18)e

S o.2(T-s)

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(x,t=o) = Co,

B. C.: C(x=o,t) = Co,

;Ciax = 0, (x=L,t).

This equation describes the gas diffusion through soil with the sink

and source strength affected by the soil water content and/or the soil

temperature.

Effects of Time

The previous sections discussed the effects of temperature or
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Figure 10. D/Do as a function of air porosity at four

temperatures. Data calculated with equation <43> for

carbon dioxide.
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both temperature and water content on gaseous diffusion processes.

These are presented by equations <25> and <47> respectively. Although

these two transient state gaseous diffusion equations can adequately

describe gaseous diffusion in a soil where the rate of gaseous

consumption (sink) or production (source) is constant with time, this

method would not be applicable to the conditions where the rate of

gaseous consumption or production varies with time. Papendick and

Runkles (1966) pointed out that the gaseous consumption or production

rate by plant roots in soil varies with time under certain conditions

and that this may be an important factor in studying of gaseous

transport in field soils. In this case, equation <16>

BC/at= D 12C/ax2 [a + b ekt]

can be used. The term

S = a + b e
kt

(equation <15>) shows that the rate of oxygen consumption varies with

time (t). The parameters a, b and k are constant. Their values were

measured by Papendick and Runkles (1966) and are given in Table 6.

For the diffusion coefficient D, equation <42>

D/Do = [(f-u)/(1-01v

applies. Therefore, rearrangement of equations <15>, <16>, and <42>
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Table 6. Constants of equation S = a + b e
kt

measured by Papendick

and Runkles (1966).

Soil water Number of

content measurements
a b k

cm
3

cm
-3

ul g
-1

hr
-1

ul g
-1

hr
-1

day
-1

0.37 7 1.64±0.070 8.71±0.065 -0.3498±0.00845

0.34 9 2.08±0.333 5.99±0.410 -0.8533±0.16836

0.37 6 2.19±0.117 5.01±0.196 -0.7348±0.07755

0.46 10 2.23±0.296 5.36±0.625 -1.9570±0.50770
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yields

2C /at = [(f-u)/(1-01v Do a2C/dx2 - [a + b ekt].

The initial and boundary conditions are

I. C.: C(x,t=o) = Co,

B. C.: C(x=o,t) = Co,

;Wax = 0, (x =L,t).

<48>

This equation describes diffusion of oxygen through the soil in

transient state conditions where the rate of consumption varies with

time.
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

General Description of Problem to be Solved

There are three situations which will be considered in this part.

The first situation, governed by equation <25>, is about the effect

of temperature on gaseous diffusion through soil. The second

situation, governed by equation <47>, is about the effect of

temperature and water content on gaseous diffusion through soil and

the last situation, governed by equation <48>, is about the effect of

a time dependent distributed sink on gaseous diffusion through soil.

Effect of Temperature on Diffusion

As we discussed in the previous part, equation <25> describes

the gaseous diffusion through the soil profile for transient

conditions where the sink strength varies with temperature but is

constant with time. This is described by

pc/at = D(T) p2c/ax2 -
eR/RT

The initial condition is

I. C.: C(t=0, x) = Co

and the boundary conditions are
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B. C.: C(x=0,t) = Co,

aC/ax = 0, (x=L, t).

The initial condition states that at time t = 0, the

concentration of the gas is constant throughout the soil profile.

The first boundary condition, i.e., C(x=0,t) = Co, shows that the

concentration of gas is constant at soil surface. The derivative

boundary condition (ac/ax = 0) at x = L corresponds to the condition

that no diffusion occurs at this depth. Figure 11 shows the boundary

conditions in the soil profile graphically.

Effect of Temperature and Water Content on Diffusion

This condition is described by equation <47>

ac/at = D(T0,80) [T/To]m [(f-u)/1-12)ff a2c/ax2 S(T, e)

0.68(1-e
-(0.3e

-0.15T +0.18)8

where S = 0.2(T-5)

It describes the gaseous diffusion through soil where source strength

varies with water content and temperature but is constant with time.

The initial and boundary conditions are the same as with equation

<25>.
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soil
surface x = 0

Depth

x = L

Concentration Co
C = Co

;C/ax = 0

Figure 11. Boundary conditions in soil profile. L is the soil

depth where diffusion does not occur.
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Effect of Time Dependent Distributed Sinks on Diffusion

For this situation, Equation <48>

ac /at = [(f-u)/(1-u)]v Do 'a. C/ ax2 [a + b ekt]

applies. It shows gaseous diffusion through soil where the

sink strength varies with time. The initial and boundary conditions

are the same as with equation <25>.

Summary of Equations to be Solved

In order to have a clear comparison of the situations

described by these three equations, we summarized them in Table 7.

Approximate Solution Method

A numerical technique for the solution of parabolic partial

differential equations was described by Crank-Nicolson (Gerald and

Wheatley, 1984). Their procedure can be used to solve the

differential equations for one dimensional gaseous diffusion.

Equation <25> will be used as an example for using of this scheme.

We shall solve equation <25>

ac /at = D(T) a2c /ax2 -
e-E/RT
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Table 7. Summary of equations to be solved.

Situation 1. Gaseous diffusion through soil with the effect of soil
temperature on the sink strength and on the diffusion
coefficient; temperature is constant with time, but
solutions for several temperatures are shown.

Equation <25>

Initial and
boundary conditions

Sink

Diffusion coefficient

ac/at = D(T) a2C/;Y.
2

S(T)

C(t=0, x) = Co
C(t, x=0) = Co
aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t)

S(T) = A e
-E/RT

D(T) = D(o)(T/To)m

Situation 2. Gaseous diffusion through soil with the effect of soil
temperature and soil water content on the source
strength and on the diffusion coefficient; temperature
and water content are constant with time, but solutions
for several temperatures are shown.

Equation <47> Kilt= D(To,9o)(T/To)m[(f-u)/(1-u)]va/9x[aCtax]
+ S(T,e)

Initial and
boundary conditions

Source

Diffusion coefficient

C(t=0, x) = Co
C(t, x=0) = Co
aCiax = 0, (x=L,t)

0.68(1-e
-(0.3e

-0.15T
+0.18)8

S = 0.2(T-5)

D(T,e) = D(To,8o)(T/To)m[(f-u)/(1-u)]°

Situation 3. The effect of a time dependent distributed sinks
on gaseous diffusion; sink strength is a function

of time.

9C/at = [(f-u)/(1-u)lvDo
a2c/ax2

S(t)

C(t=0, x) = Co
C(t, x=0) = Co

agax = 0, (x=L,t)

S(t) = [a + b ekt]

D/Do = [(f-u)/(1-u)lv

Equation <48>

Initial and
boundary conditions

Sink

Diffusion coefficient
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for the following initial and boundary conditions

I. C.: C(x, t=o) = Co,

B. C.: C(x=0, = Co,

dC/dx = 0, (x=L,t)

for temperatures of 5°C, 20°C and 35°C with

and

S(T) = A e
-E/RT

D(T) = Do (T/To)m.

Applying the Crank-Nicolson method (an implicit method) to the

equation <25>, we obtain

j+1 j j j j j+1 j+1 j+1
Ci -Ci

1/2 (
1

C. 1 1+1 -2C. +C. -1
Ci+1- 2Ci + Ci -1

At
2 2

t (A e
-E/RT j+1/2

).
1

) D(T)

<49>

where i = 0,1,2,3,...N, j = 0,1,2,3,...k. Superscripts denote time

and subscripts denote the position in space. Let



and

S = A e
-E/TR

r =At D(T)/Ax2,

then we have

j+1 j j j j j+1 j+1 j+1

Ci - Ci = 1/2 r ( Ci41 - 2Ci+ Ci+1 - 2Ci + Ci_i)

j+1/2
± at Si

Setting r = 1 and multiplying both sides of equation <50> by 2,

yields,

<50>
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j+1 j j j j j+1 j+1 j+1 j+1/2

2Ci 2Ci = Ci+1- 2Ci+ Ci_l+ Ci+1 - 2Ci + Ci_l ± 2At Si . <51a>

Rearrangement of equation <51a> gives

j+1 j+1 j+1 j j j+1/2

-Ci_i + 4Ci -Ci+1 = + 2At Si . <51b>

Equation <51b> together with initial condition

I. C.: C(x,t=0) = Co



and boundary conditions

B. C.: C(x=0,t) = Co

aC/ax = 0, (x=L,t)

form a system of linear equations.

In order to apply the derivative boundary condition

ac/ax= o, (x=1t)

to equation <51b>, we use the Lagrange polynomial method for

interpolation. In this method the divided difference scheme is being

used (Gerald and Wheatley, 1984). With three points interpolation,

the degree of polynomial is two (also see Figure 12). The

polynomial form is

P
2
(x) = C

n-1
+ [ C

n
- C

n-1
]/Ax [ x n-1

]

C
n+1

- C
n-1

C
n
- C

n-1

Ax Ax

Ax =1111.

56

[x - x
n-1

][x x
n
].

<52>

Differentiating equation <52> and setting the result equal to zero,



point to be interpolated

aix

x
n-1

x
n

x
n+1
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Figure 12. Method for handling the derivative boundary condition

with the Lagrange interpolation polynomial scheme.
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Cn Cn_i

12 [Cn
2Cn + Cn..1][2x xn_i- xn] = 0.

xn+1 Ox 2Ax

Rearrangement of equation <53a> yields

C
n+1

= 1/3 [ 4C
n

- C
n-1

].

Substitution of equation <53b> into equation <51b> obtains

j+1 j+1 j+1
-Cn-1 + 4Cn = Cn

j
+ 2Cn-1 ± + 3AtSn

<53a>

<53b>

<54>

The system of linear equations given by <51b> is, therefore, easy

to solve as the coefficient matrix is in the tri-diagonal form

B
1

D
1

A
2

B
2

D
2

A3 B3 D
3

A
n-1

B
n-1

D
n-1

A
n

B

<55>
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where A. = -1, B. = 4, C. = -1.
1 1 1

The terms Al and D
n

are missing from the matrix <55>. The reason

j+1

that the Al term does not appear explicitly in the matrix is that Co

j+1 j+1
is known, since Co = Co. Therefore, Co can be combined with the

known values on the right hand side of the first equation. The Dn

term does not appear explicitly due to equation <54> derived from the

derivative boundary condition.

Equation <25> then can be presented in matrix form:

B
1

A
2

D
1

B
2
D
2

A
3

B
3

IN=Mir

D
3

A
m-1

B
n-1

D
n-1

An Bn
MEM

'WINN&

C
I

C
2

C
3

C
n-1

C
n

b
1

b
2

b
3

bn-1

bn

<56>

This system of linear equations can be solved by using the LU

decomposition method (Gerald and Wheatley, 1984).

Solving equation <25> for the sink (oxygen consumption) case,

requires knowledge of the diffusion coefficient D(T), the constant

oxygen concentration at soil surface Co, and the sink strength as a

function of temperature S(T). D(T) can be calculated using equation

<44>

D(T) = Do(T /To)m
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where D(T) = diffusion coefficient in the soil (cm
2

sec
-1

)

Do = reference diffusion coefficient at 0°C (cm
2
sec

-1
)

for oxygen Do = 0.178 cm
2

sec
-1

for carbon dioxide Do = 0.134cm
2

sec
-1

, as given by Forsythe

(1954)

T = temperature (°C)

To = reference temperature at 0°C

m = 2 for CO
2

m = 1.75 for 02.

At the temperature of 5°C

D(5) = D(o)(T/To)m

D(5) = 0.178 x (278 4. 273)
1.75

= 0.1837cm
2

sec
-1

.

The concentration of oxygen in the external atmosphere, at the

soil surface, is 217.. Using the equation (Moore, 1983)

p = (PM/RT) <57>

where p = C = density of 02 (g m-3),

P = partial pressure of 02 (Pa),

M = molecular weight of 02 (g),

R = gas constant (m
-3

Pa mol
-1

K
-1

),

T = absolute temperature (K).

Therefore,
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p = P M/RT

p = (0.21 x 101320 x 32 ) (8.314 x T)

At the temperature of 5°C, T = 273+5 = 278K, so that

C = p = 294.58433g m
-3

= 9.21x10
-6
mol cm

-3

= 9.21 umol cm
-3.

Table 8 shows values of the diffusion coefficient, the sink

strength and the oxygen concentration at the soil surface at several

temperatures.

We are now ready to solve equation <25>. Taking a soil profile

100 cm deep from the top and divided by 1.25 cm, we have 80 (N = 80)

equal length intervals with each interval length 1.25 cm (i.e.,

Ax = 1.25 cm). For the time step (At), use

r = AtD(T)/Ax
2

and choosing r = 1, we have

At = Ax
2
/D(T)

<58>

In the Crank Nicolson method, r is the ratio of AtD(T)/Ax
2
which can

be any positive value and the method is unconditional stable (Gerald

and Wheatley, 1984).

With N = 80, equation <25> by applying equation <51b> yields
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Table 8. Values of the diffusion coefficient, plant root (Barley)

respiration rate (02 consumption) and the oxygen concentration at the

soil surface at several temperatures. D is calculated from

D = Do (T/To)m, the 01 concentration is calculated from p = PM/RT and

the values of S from Carey and Berry (1978).

Temperature

T

Diffusion
coefficient
D

Root respiration
rate (dry weight)

S

oxygen
concentration
0
2

o
C cm

2
sec

-1
Wool g

-1
hr

-1 Wool cm
-3

5 0.1837 2.678 9.21

7 0.1857 2.946 9.15

9 0.1889 3.214 9.06

11 0.1904 3.750 9.02

13 0.1936 4.285 8.94

15 0.1956 5.625 8.88

20 0.2016 10.178 8.73

30 0.2139 17.946 8.44

35 0.2197 25.446 8.31

39 0.2034 26.517 8.21

45 0.2073 21.964 8.05



j+1 j+1 j+1 j j+1/2
- 00 + 4C1 - C2 = Co + C2 S

j+1 ,j+1 j
c1 + 4C2 - = C + Cj3

j+1/2
2/at S2

<59>

rj+1
j+1

C79 2C80
j+1/2

- ,79 + 4Cgo = `-'79 80 34t Sgo

Rearrangement of equation <59> with boundary and initial conditions,

yields

j+1 j+1 j

C2
j+1/2

- 9.21 + 4C1 C2 = CO '2
-2At S1

j+1 j+1 j+1 j+1/2
C1 + 4C2 - C3 = C1 + C3 S2

j+1 j+1
- C79 + 4C80 = C79 + 2Cgo- 34t Sgo

j+1/2
.
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<60a>

The respiration problem can be stated as follows. Assume that

plant roots are uniformly distributed in the soil between 20 and 40

cm. Respiration occurs at a uniform rate over this depth increment.
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The top soil layer of 100 cm is partitioned into 80 equal intervals

with each interval of 1.25 cm (ax) depth. Therefore, there are 80

interval points in the domain. According to the mathematical notation

(Hornbeck, 1975), every interval point in the domain has one equation.

At the points between 20 and 40 cm, plant roots respiration take

place. This means that among 80 equations, only the equations between

16 and 32 (This corresponds to the soil depth between 20 and 40 cm)

have a sink term. Therefore, modify equation <60a> to yield

j+1 j+1 j

- 9.21 + 4C1 - C2 = Co + C2

j+1 j+1 j+1
C
1

+ 4C
2

- C 3 = C1 + C
3

j+1 j+1 j+1
C + 4C C =

CJ
+ C 24itS17

15 16 17 15 17

3+1 3+1

+1
C + 4C C = C

31
+ C

33
2ditS33

3

j+1 j+1 j+1
C32 rj

-C32 + 4C33 C34 = 1/4,32 +

<60b>



j+1 j+1
C79 2C80-C79 4C80 = '79 + 480

The sink strength in equation <25> does not change with time and

is constant with constant temperature.

The matrix form AC = b for equation <60b> is

MIMEO I, ONNIIP /MONO

4 -1
-1 4 -1

-1.4 -1

-1 4 -1

-1 4 -1
-1 4 -1

1. 4

C1
2

C1616

C3333

C
80

where S = 2.67857pmol g
-1

(dry root) hr
-1

2SAt = (2.67857 x 2177.46)+3600 x 2

= 3.2042pmo1 g
-1

(dry root).

9.21x3
9.21x2

9.21x2
9.21x2 0.3204

9.21x2 0.3204
9.21x2

9.21x3
4111011

<61>
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Assume that fresh roots contain 90% of water and that the root density

is 1.0 g cm
-3 (Claassen and Barber, 1976), then

2SAt = 3.2042 x 0.1 pmol g
-1

(fresh root)

= 0.32024 pmol cm
-1

(fresh root)
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A computer program has been developed for solving matrix <61>

(Appendix).

In order to solve equation <47> with a source term, we first

make the units consistent. The carbon dioxide concentration in the

atmosphere is 3 ppm, which is converted with the equation (Nobel,

1983)

1 ppm = 0.041(293.15/T)(P)x10-3 mol/cm
3 <62>

to umol per cubic centimeter, where P is atm., and T is the absolute

temperature.

For solving equations <47> and <48>, we need first to solve S

and D listed in Table 7. The values of S and D(T,e) to be used in

equation <47> are given in Table 9. Although the methods to solve

equations <47> and <48> are the same as the one used to solve

equation <25>, the scheme for handling the three equations are

different. The source term in equation <47> considers respiration

activities by soil microorganisms rather than respiration activities

by plant roots. This respiration activity occurs uniformly from soil

surface down to 100 cm, in other words, throughout the whole soil

profile. Therefore, when solving equation <47>, the system of

equations includes the source term in every equation of the system of

equations. Compared equation <25> with equation <48>, the major

difference in solving equation <48> is that the sink term varies with

time. Therefore, when applying the Crank Nicolson method to solve

equation <48>, S(t) is obtained at every time step.
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Table 9. Values of S and D(T,e) in equation <47).

Temperature Air soil water Reference Carbon

porosity content diffusion dioxide
coefficient respiration

D/Da-
1

Do S-
2

3 -3 3 -3
cm cm cm cm cm

2
sec

-1
ilmolcm

2
hr

-1

35 0.45 0.55 0.21671 0.136 0.1787

1 Do is reference diffusion coefficient at 0°C

D/Do = (T/To)m(f-u/1-u)v with m = 2.0, v = 1.7, u = 0.15 from
Table 5 and the value of f is chosen arbitrarily.

2 S = 0.2(T-5)0.68(1
e
-(0 3e-15T+0.18)9.

) with values of T and 8

are arbitrary choice.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Temperature Effects on Diffusion through Soils

Statement of the Problem

Computer solutions will be used to study the rate of oxygen

exchange between the soil and the atmosphere at temperatures of 5, 20,

and 35°C. Two cases of oxygen consumption will be modeled: (1) the

oxygen is consumed by two point sinks of the same strength at the

soil depths of 20 and 40 cm. (2) the oxygen is consumed by line sink

of uniform strength at the soil depht from 20 to 40 cm. The problem

is described by equation <25> and solutions will be obtained by solving

this equation. This equation provides the time dependent solution to

the problem of gas exchange at constant temperature. Thus, three time

dependent solutions at temperatures 5, 20, and 35°C will be obtained

for each of the two problems. All solutions will assume the same

concentration of 0
2

in the atmosphere above the soil.

Equation to be Used

Equation <25> will be used for solving this problem. This is

ac/at = 0/ax(D(T) Wax] s,

where S is the oxygen sink and
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S = A e-E
/RT.

The choice of the mathematical representation of the sink term is

based on experiments by Carey and Berry (1978) and discussed by

Glinski and Stepniewski (1985). Gliriski and Stepniewski (1985) stated

that this sink term model presents a more precise description of the

dependence of respiration rate of plant roots upon temperature than

other models.

A deliberate choice was made not to model oxygen gradients near

the root surface, with the sink strength being proportional to these

gradients. This condition is treated as a separate problem.

Solution

Solutions for the problem with point sinks at the soil depths of

20 and 40 cm are in figures 13, 14, and 15. Solutions for the problem

with a line sink of uniform strength at the soil depth from 20 to 40

cm are in figures 16, 17, and 18. Each figure shows the oxygen in p

mole cm
-3

as a function of soil depth at different times after

allowing diffusion to start from an initial concentration throughout

the soil profile equal to the concentration in the atmosphere above

the soil surface. Each of the sets of three figures shows development

of the concentration profiles at a constant temperature so that a

comparison of the three diagrams allows an evaluation of the effect of

temperature on diffusion.
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Figure 13. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth
at the temperature of 5°C computed with equation <25>
for the problem with point sinks at the soil depths of 20
and 40 cm. Solutions at 0.00 hr; 1.01 hr; 3.03 hr, and

5.05 hr are shown.
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Oxygen concentration, Ilmol cm-3
8.00 8.05 8.10 8.15 8.20 8.25 8.30 8.35

X-- 0.0 hr +-- 0.505 hr 0-- 1.01 hr

X-- 2.02 hr +-- 3.03 hr At-- 14.014 hr 0-- 5.05 hr

Figure 14. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth at
the temperature of 20 °C computed with equation <25> for the
problem with point sinks at the soil depths of 20 and 40 cm.
Solutions at 0.0 hr; 0.505 hr; 1.01 hr; 2.02 hr; 3.03 hr;
4.04 hr, and 5.05 hr are shown.
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Figure 15. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth
at temperature of 35 °C computed with equation <25> for
the problem with point sinks at the soil depths of 20 and 40
cm. Solutions at 0.0 hr; 0.505 hr; 1.01 hr; 2.02 hr; 3.03
hr; 4.04 hr, and 5.05 hr are shown.
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8.70

Figure 16. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth at
the temperature of 5 °C computed with equation <25> for the
problem with the line sink between the soil depth of 20 and
40 cm. Solutions at 0.0 hr; 1.01 hr; 3.03 hr, and 5.05 hr
are shown.
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Oxygen concentration, limol cm-3
6.60 6.90 7.20 7.50 7.80 8.10 8.40 8.70

O
O
O

to

o-
co

a

O
O

X-- 0.00 HR 4-- 0.505 HR 4-- 1.01 HR

X-- 2.02 HR +-- 3.03 HR A 4.04 HR 0-- 5.05 HR

Figure 17. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth at
the temperature of 20 °C computed with equation <25> for the

problem with the line sink between the soil depth of 20 and
40 cm. Solutions at 0.0 hr; 0.505 hr; 1.01 hr; 2.02 hr;
3.03 hr; 4.04 hr, and 5.05 hr are shown.
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X-- 2.02 hr +-- 3.03 hr A-- 4.04 hr 0-- 5.05 hr

Figure 18. Oxygen concentration as a function of soil depth at
the temperature of 35 °C computed with equation <25> for the
problem with the line sink between the soil depth of 20 and

40 cm. Solutions at 0.0 hr; 0.505 hr; 1.01 hr; 2.02 hr;
3.03 hr; 4.04 hr, and 5.05 hr are shown.
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Figure 19 shows the rate at which equilibrium conditions are

approached at each of the three temperatures for the problem with

point sinks at the soil depths of 20 and 40 cm. Equilibrium

condition are obtained when the rate of oxygen consumption by the

sinks equals the rate at which oxygen reaches the points of

consumption by diffusion. Thus, Figure 19 shows the oxygen

concentration at the soil depth of 40 cm as a function of time.

Discussion

Comparisons of the sets of diagrams among point sinks case and

among line sink case show the large effect of soil temperature on

sink strength and thereby on the development of the oxygen

concentration profiles. The sink strength is strongest at the

highest temperature, thus the most rapid oxygen depletion occurs at

the highest temperature. Figure 19 shows that equilibrium

concentration depends on the sink strength, but that the time

required to reach equilibrium conditions does not depend on soil

sink strength. This follows from equation <25>.

Placement of the Sink

In this comparison, there were two problems involving the

placement of the sinks. The first problem is that the sink was

assumed to exist at the depths of 20 and 40 cm. The rate of

oxygen consumption was the same at these two points. The minimum
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Figure 19. Oxygen concentration as a function of time at the
soil depth of 40 cm for the problem with point sinks at
the soil depths of 20 and 40 cm at temperatures shown.
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concentration was found at the depth of 40 cm. The second problem

was that the sink was assumed to exist continuously at the soil

depths from 20 to 40 cm. Over this depth increment, the rate of

oxygen consumption was the same per unit distance.

Water Content Effects on Diffusion through Soils

Statement of the Problem

Computer solutions will be used to study the rate of carbon

dioxide exchange between the soil and the atmosphere at water contents

of 0.1 and 0.4 cm
-3

cm
-3

with the temperature of 25°C. The CO
2

is

generated by sources of equal strength from the soil surface down to

100 cm depth. The problem is described by equation <47> and solutions

will be obtained by solving this equation. This equation provides the

time dependent solution to the problem of gas exchange at constant

temperature and constant water content. Thus, two time dependent

solutions at water contents of 0.1 and 0.4 cm
-3

cm
-3

with the

temperature of 25°C will be obtained. All solutions will be assume

the same concentration of CO
2

in the atmosphere above the soil.

Equation to be Used

Equation <47> will be used for solving this problem. This is
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ac /at = D(To,e0)(T/To)m[(f-u)/(1-u)]va/ax(aciax) + s(T,e),

where S is the carbon dioxide source and

-(0.3e
-0.15T

+0.18)8
)

S = 0.2(T-5)
0.68(1-e

The choice of the mathematical representation of the source term is

based on experiments by Smith (1982). This source model accounts for

the effects of both water content and temperature on the respiration

rate of soil microorganisms.

Solution

Solutions for the carbon dioxide diffusion problem are in figures

20 and 21. Each figure shows the carbon dioxide in moles cm
-3

as a

function of soil depth at several times after allowing diffusion to

start from an initial concentration throughout the profile equal to the

concentration in the atmosphere above the soil surface. Each of the

figures shows development of the concentration profile at a constant

water content so that a comparison of the two diagrams allows an

evaluation of the effect of water content on diffusion.
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Figure 20. Carbon dioxide concentratio9 as_i function of soil
depth a water content of 0.1 cm cm and a temperature
of 25 C computed with equation <47> for the indicated points
in time.
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Discussion

Comparison of the diagrams shows the large effect of soil water

content on source strength and on diffusion coefficient and thereby on

the development of the carbon dioxide concentration profiles. Since

the respiration activities of the soil microorganisms are stronger

with the water content at 0.4 cm
3

cm
-3

than that at 0.1 cm
3
cm

-3

(Figure 8), the most rapid carbon dioxide production occurs at the

water content of 0.4 cm
3

cm
-3

. Furthermore, at the water content of

0.4 cm
3

cm
-3 the diffusion coefficient is lower than at the water

content of 0.1 cm
3

cm
-3 (see Figure 10 and notice of $ la 1 - f). The

lower diffusion coefficient will cause the accumulation of CO
2

in the

soil, increasing the concentration.

Placement of the Source

In this problem, the source was assumed to exist from the soil

surface down to the 100 cm depth. This is because we expect soil

microorganisms to be found throughout the whole soil profile. Over

this soil depth, the rate of production of carbon dioxide is the same

per unit distance. The maximum concentration is found at the soil

depth of 100 cm. We expect this because carbon dioxide is released

within the whole soil profile and the accumulated production reaches

its maximum at this depth.
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Time Effects on Diffusion through Soils

Statement of the Problem

Computer solutions will be used to study the rate of oxygen

exchange between the soil and the atmosphere with a time dependent

sink strength. The oxygen is consumed by sinks of equal strength

from the soil surface down to the 100 cm depth. The problem is

described by equation <48> and solutions will be obtained by solving

this equation. This equation provides the time dependent solution to

the problem of gaseous exchange between the soil and the atmosphere

with time dependent distributed sinks.

Equation to be Used

Equation <48> will be used for solving this problem. This is

adat = [(f-u)/(1-u)lv Do aC2/ax2 S(t),

where S is the oxygen sink and is equation <15>

S(t) = [a + b ekt].

The choice of the mathematical representation of the sink term is

based on experiments by Papendick and Runkles (1966). This sink model
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shows the relationship of the respiration activities of soil

microorganisms with time. Therefore, we can solve the gas diffusion

through soils with time dependent distributed sinks.

Solution

Solutions for the sink strength as a function of time are shown

in Figure 22. The results are calculated from equation <15>. It

illustrates that the rate of oxygen consumption by soil microorganisms

varies with time.

Solutions for the oxygen diffusion problem are shown in Figure

23. This figure shows the oxygen in uliter cm
-3

as a function of

soil depth at several times after allowing diffusion to start from an

initial concentration throughout the profile equal to the

concentration in the atmosphere above the soil surface.

Figure 24 shows the concentrations of oxygen as a function of

time at the soil depths of 20 and 40 cm. Equilibrium conditions are

obtained when the rate of oxygen consumption by the sink equals the

rate at which oxygen can reach the zone of consumption by diffusion.

This condition was not yet achieved at 65 hours.

Discussion

Figure 23 shows the concentrations of oxygen as a function of soil

depth at several times. The significance of the effect of time on
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Figure 22. Rate of oxygen consumption by soil microorganisms

as a function of time computed with equation <15>.
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oxygen diffusion can be seen from this graph by comparing solutions at

different times. The 0
2

concentration change at the soil depth of 100

cm between 0.0 hr and 2.4 hr (At = 2.4 hr) is 18.7 ul cm-3, between 9.6

hr and 21.6 hr Olt = 12 hr) is 17.7 ul cm
-3

. These results illustrate

that the depletion of 02 in the soil is fastest during the first few

hours of diffusion. This is because the sink strength is much stronger

at this time (Figure 22).

Figure 24 shows that equilibrium concentration depends on the

sink strength, but that the time required to reach equilibrium

concentration conditions does not depend on sink strength. This

follows from equation <48>.

Figure 24 also illustrates that the oxygen concentration decreases

rapidly during about first 20 hours and then increase slowly. This is

because the sink strength is stronger during first 20 hours

(Figure 22) when oxygen is consumed rapidly. After 20 hours the sink

strength is weaker and oxygen is consumed at a slower rate, therefore

the oxygen concentration increases. The rate of oxygen supply from the

soil surface is higher than the rate of oxygen consumption by the

sinks. Equilibrium is approached when the sink strength approaches

equilibrium.

Placement of the Sink

In this problem, the oxygen was consumed by the respiration

activities of soil microorganisms which were distributed through the
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whole soil profile. Therefore, the sinks were assumed to exist from

the soil surface down to the depth of 100 cm. Over this increment,

the rate of oxygen consumption is the same per unit distance at the

same time and changes at different times.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of this Study

Gaseous diffusion equations which describe the diffusion of

oxygen and carbon dioxide through soil have been studied by several

investigators. However, these efforts seldom considered gaseous

diffusion through soil together with the effects of soil environmental

factors such as soil temperature and soil water content on sink or

source strength.

Three gaseous diffusion equations have been formulated and

solved. The problems considered are: (1) diffusion through a soil

profile for transient conditions where the sink strength varies with

temperature and is constant with time; (2) diffusion through a soil

profile for transient conditions where the source strength varies

with water content and temperature but is constant with time; (3)

diffusion through a soil profile for transient conditions where the

sink strength varies with time.

The choices of mathematical representations of sink or source

terms in the three equations are based on experiments by several

authors. These sink or source models provide approximations of the

relationships between the respiration activities of plant roots or

soil microorganisms and the soil conditions such as temperature and

water content.

The gaseous diffusion coefficient model of equation <47> has
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also been constructed. It describes the effects of the soil

temperature and soil water content on the diffusion coefficient.

A finite difference method (Crank-Nicolson method) was used to

solve the diffusion equations.

Solutions obtained by solving the three gaseous diffusion

equations illustrate that soil temperature and water content have a

strong effect on gaseous diffusion through the soil by controlling the

sink or source strength.

In this study, mathematical methods have been used to develop

the gaseous diffusion models with emphasis on the effects of soil

temperature and soil water content on sink or source strength and on

diffusion coefficient. Results seem to provide satisfactory models

for predicting the rate of diffusion of oxygen and/or carbon dioxide

through soil where sink or source strength changes as a function of

temperature and water content but is constant with time.

The computer programs were written by using finite difference

methods to solve the nonhomogenous, second order, partial differential

equations under dynamic rather than static conditions.

Further Developments

The models may be further developed and refined through studies

such as the following:

(1) The effects of continuously varying soil temperature and

soil water content with time on sink or source strength should be

investigated. In this study the solutions were obtained for different
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but constant soil temperatures and soil water contents.

(2) The distribution of plant roots with depth in the soil

profile is not uniform. Therefore, changes of sink strength with soil

depth should be considered.

(3) Oxygen gradients near the root surface, with the sink

strength being proportional to these gradients, should be considered

for better predicting sink strength at the interface between the soil

and the root surface.

(4) Develop combined models for simultaneous transfer of oxygen

and carbon dioxide.

(5) Experimental verification of results.

The above studies would all improve the ability of diffusion

model to predict the 02 and CO2 diffusion through soil under the

influence of temperature, water content and time.

Application

The improved diffusion model could be applied to the following

problems:

(1) The model can be used to predict the concentration of 02

and CO
2
as a function of soil depth, using estimates of soil

temperature, soil water content and sink or source strength.

(2) The model can be used to compare the concentration of

oxygen in the soil, calculated from the model, with the concentration

of oxygen required by plant roots to prevent deficiency of oxygen for
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the respiration activities. Decisions about whether we need to

improve the soil aeration or not can be based on the results. For

example, if the concentration of oxygen in the soil is lower than the

concentration of oxygen required by plant roots, we can change the

soil aeration conditions by agricultural management such as tillage

and drainage. In a similar manner, this model can be used to predict

and prevent excess CO2 concentrations in the soil. This will help

farmers to manipulate the gaseous exchange between the soil and

atmosphere and to improve the yields of crops.

(3) The model can also offer a better understanding of gaseous

diffusion through the soil for researchers who are interested in soil

aeration problems.
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APPENDIX

PROGRAM GDIFFU
c*****************************************************************

C* THIS PROGRAM SOLVES MATRIX <61> WHICH WAS DERIVED FROM
C* EQUATION <25> FOR THE PROBLEM WITH TWO POINT SINKS CASE
C* AT SOIL TEMPERATURE OF 5°C.
c*****************************************************************

C

REAL TIME,DETAB
COMMON /BLK1/ A(100,100), B(100), IP(100)
COMMON /BLK2/ Y(100,100),X(100),Z(100)
INTEGER I,S,J,K,N,ITER
CHARACTER*20 OUTFILE,INFILE
WRITE(*,2)

2 FORMAT(' ENTER INFILE')
READ(*,4) INFILE
WRITE(*,3)

3 FORMAT(' ENTER OUTPUT FILENAME')
READ(*,4) OUTFILE

4 FORMAT(A)
OPEN(1,FILE=OUTFILE,STATUS&NEW)
OPEN(2,FILE=INFILE)

C

READ(2,*) N
WRITE(1,8) N

8 FORMAT(5X,'DATA SIZE ',I3)
DO 10 I=1,N-1
A(I,I+1) = -1
A(I,I) = 4.0
A(I+1,I) = -1
WRITE(1,5) (A(I,S),S=1,N)

5 FORMAT(5X,'COEFF',100F12.8)
10 CONTINUE

A(N,N) = 4
C

DO 24 I=1,N
READ(2,*) B(I)
WRITE(1,20) B(I)

20 FORMAT(5X,'VECTOR',F12.8)
24 CONTINUE
C

ITER=1
TIME=8.5057158
PRTIME = 0
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C ESTABLISH INITIAL ORDER VECTOR
C

DO 40 I=1,N
IP(I)=I

40 CONTINUE
C

CALL FACTOR(N,DETAB)
IF (ABS(DETAB) .EQ. 0.0 ) THEN
WRITE(1,45)

45 FORMAT(5X,'SINGULAR MATRIX')
ENDIF
SINK=0.0012655

50 CALL SOLVE(N)
IF (PRTIME .EQ. 213) THEN
DO 800, I=1,N
WRITE(1,160) I,X(I)

800 CONTINUE
160 FORMAT(5X,'C',I3,' = ',F8.4,'umol /CM3')

WRITE(1,165) TIME
165 FORMAT(5X,'TIME',1=',E12.4,ISEC')

PRTIME = 0
ELSE
PRTIME = PRTIME + 1
ENDIF
ITER=ITER+1
TIME=TIME+8.5057158
IF(ITER .LE. 2500)THEN
B(1)=16.618191+X(2)
DO 500 11=2,79
B(II)=X(II-1)+X(II+1)
IF ((II .EQ. 16).OR.(II.EQ.32)) THEN
B(II) = B(II) SINK
ENDIF

500 CONTINUE
B(80)=X(79)+2*X(80)
GOTO 50
ENDIF
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE FACTOR(N,DET)

C
REAL DET,TMP
COMMON /BLK1/
COMMON /BLK2/
INTEGER N
INTEGER I,J,K,

C

DET=1.0
DI=1
DO 5,I=1,N
IP(I)=I

5 CONTINUE
C

DO 200,I=1,N
C

A(100,100), B(100), IP(100)
Y(100,100),X(100),z(100)

TMPI,DI

DO 20,J=I,N
TMP=0.0
DO 10,K=1,I-1
TMP=TMP+A(I,IP(K))*A(K,IP(J))

10 CONTINUE
A(I,IP(J))=A(I,IP(J))-TMP

20 CONTINUE
C

TMP=ABS(A(I,IP(I)))
K=I
DO 30,J=I+1,N
IF (ABS(A(I,IP(J))) .GT. TMP) THEN

TMP=ABS(A(I,IP(J)))
K=J
ENDIF

30 CONTINUE
IF (K .EQ. I) GOTO 35
TMPI=IP(K)
IP(K)=IP(I)
IP(I)=TMPI
DI=-1*DI

35 CONTINUE
DET=DET*A(I,IP(I))
IF (ABS(DET) .GT. 1.E+30) DET=DET/ABS(DET)*1.E+30

IF (ABS(DET) .LT. 1E-30) THEN

DET=0.0
GOTO 210
ENDIF

DO 50, J=I+1,N
TMP=0
DO 40, K=1,I-1
TMP=TMP+A(J,IP(K))*A(K,IP(I))
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40 CONTINUE
A(J,IP(I))=(A(J,IP(I))-TMP)/A(I,IP(I))

50 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
210 CONTINUE

DET=DET*FLOAT(DI)
END

C

C

C

SUBROUTINE SOLVE(N)

REAL TMP
COMMON /BLK1/ A(100,100), B(100), IP(100)
COMMON /BLK2/ Y(100,100),X(100),Z(100)
INTEGER N
INTEGER I,J,K

DO 20,I=1,N
TMP=0.0
DO 10,J=1,I-1
TMP=TMP+A(I,IP(J))*Z(J)

10 CONTINUE
Z(J)=B(J)-TMP

20 CONTINUE
C

DO 40,I=N,1,-1
TMP=0.0
DO 30,J=I+1,N
TMP=TMP+A(I,IP(J))*X(IP(J))

30 CONTINUE
X(IP(I))=(Z(I)-TMP)/A(I,IP(I))

40 CONTINUE
END


